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Expressions for coupled cluster molecular energy derivatives up to third order are presented 
and the molecular gradient and Hessian are implemented in a computer code for the CCSD 
wa~e function. ~ample calculations on water and hydrogen peroxide indicate that significant 
savmgs are obtamed by calculating the Hessian analytically rather than by finite differences. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The determination and characterization of equilibrium 
geometries, transition states, and reaction paths of molecu
lar potential energy surfaces are greatly facilitated by a 
knowledge of the geometrical derivatives of the surfaces. An 
efficient analytical evaluation of such derivatives is therefore 
of considerable practical value for all wave functions com
monly used to study molecular energy surfaces. Among 
these methods the coupled cluster (CC) model,I-3 see Bart
lett4 for a recent review, has the advantage of being size ex
tensive (the energy scales correctly with the number of elec
trons) making it particularly well suited for such studies. An 
efficient method for calculating CC geometrical derivatives 
is therefore especially welcome, providing us with the means 
for fully exploring the power of the ee approach. We pres
ent in this paper a method for calculating gradients and Hes
sians for the important case of ce wave functions construct
ed from single and double excitations (CCSD). 5 

The calculation of CC geometrical derivatives is espe
cially challenging since the wave function is constructed 
from nonvariational parameters (molecular orbitals and 
cluster amplitudes). The theory for ce energy derivatives 
was first considered by J0rgensen and Simons,6 who within 
the framework of second quantization derived expressions 
for CC molecular gradients and Hessians based on the re
sponse function approach to molecular properties. Subse
quent developments have all been cast in the language of 
Fock operators. In 1984, Adamowicz, Laidig, and Bartlete 
presented algebraic expressions for CCSD gradients, mak
ing use of the Handy-Schaefer technique8 to reduce the 
number of linear response equations to be solved, both for 
the orbitals and cluster amplitudes. Using this approach 
Fitzgerald et al.9 reported calculations of CeD molecular 
gradients for water. More recently, Bartlett lO and Fitzger
ald, Harrison, and Bartlett I I have presented expressions for 
ee gradients based on the use of intermediate effective den
sities similar to those used in the calculation of configuration 

a) CCQC contribution No. 57. 

interaction (CI) gradients. 12 An efficient implementation of 
CC gradients using this technique has been reported by 
Scheiner et al. 13 based on the energy code by Scuseria et al. 14 

for the CCSD case and by Scuseria and Schaefer IS for the 
CCSDT -1 wave function. 16.17 The analytic CC energy gradi
ent has been used in several chemical studies. 18-26 Recently 
Salter, Trucks, and Bartlett27 and Salter and Bartlett28 have 
presented first and second derivative expressions for CC 
wave functions and various approximations to CC wave 
functions. 

The simplifications of CC gradients obtained by using 
the Handy-Schaefer technique and effective densities were 
arrived at after substantial reformulations of the original 
equations. This procedure becomes cumbersome for higher 
derivatives, and it becomes less obvious how the Handy
Schaefer technique can be used in an optimal way to simplify 
the calculation. In this paper we present an alternative for
mulation of CC energy derivatives which automatically in
corporates the developments of Handy and Schaefer8 and 
Fitzgerald et al. II to all orders, revealing at the same time 
some previously unnoted structural features in the deriva
tives. 

We use the formalism of response functions since it pro
vides a clear insight into the structure of the derivatives. The 
non variational CC energy is rewritten in terms of a fully 
variational energy Lagrangian, containing one Lagrange 
multiplier for each orbital rotation and cluster amplitude. 
The variational character of the Lagrangian makes the sub
sequent calculation of derivatives relatively simple, since all 
the important savings which previously have been recog
nized for fully variational wave functions (e.g., self-consis
tent field wave functions) now carry over straightforwardly 
to ee derivatives. In particular, the orbital rotations and 
cluster amplitudes obey the usual 2n + 1 rule, whereas the 
Lagrange multipliers satisfy a 2n + 2 rule.29.3o This implies, 
for example, that CC Hessians may be calculated from the 
undifferentiated Lagrange multipliers and the first deriva
tives ofthe orbitals and cluster amplitudes. There is no need 
to invoke the Handy-Schaefer technique to eliminate high-
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er-order orbital and amplitude responses, since these are eli
minated before considering the form of the wave function. 
Also, the equations show clearly which derivative integrals 
must be transformed to the molecular orbital basis and 
which may be used directly in the atomic orbital basis, avoid
ing expensive use of disk storage and transformations. 

In the next section formal expressions are derived for 
the CC molecular gradient, Hessian and first anharmonicity. 
Section III considers the special case of CCSD wave func
tions in detail and expresses the Hessian in a computational
ly tractable form. In Sec. IV we report sample calculations 
on water and hydrogen peroxide, and the last section con
tains some concluding remarks. 

II. GENERAL EXPRESSIONS FOR COUPLED CLUSTER 
ENERGY DERIVATIVES 

In this section formal expressions for the coupled cluster 
molecular gradient, Hessian, and first anharmonicity are de
rived. Section II A summarizes the calculation of coupled 
cluster energies and sets up the Lagrangian which in Sec. 
II B is used to derive algebraic expressions for coupled clus
ter derivatives. The response equations needed for the evalu
ation of energy derivatives up to third order are given in Sec. 
II C. 

A. Coupled cluster energy Lagrangian 

1. Coupled cluster energy 

The coupled cluster energy at geometry x is given by 

E(x) = (HF(x) lexp[ - T(x) ]H(x) 

xexp[T(x)] IHF(x», (I) 

where T(x) is the coupled cluster operator and IHF(x» the 
Hartree-Fock state. The cluster operator of an N-electron 
system is 

T(x) = T\ (x) + T2(x) + ... + TN(x), 

where, for example, 

T\ (x) = L L t:': (x)aa;;' (x)aia' (x), 
ai au 

T2 (x) = L L t ~;;;:: (x)aa;;' (x) 
aibj au' 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

are the one- and two-electron cluster operators. The indices 
ijkl and abed refer to occupied and unoccupied orbitals in 
I HF (x) ) and pqrs are general (occupied or unoccupied) or
bital indices. Using a shorthand notation we write the cluster 
operator 

T(x) = t(x)1"(x), (5) 

where t(x) denotes the cluster amplitudes and 1"(x) the cor
responding excitation operator. We later truncate the cluster 
operator after T2, but for the present we consider a general 
coupled cluster wave function. The cluster amplitudes are 
determined from the coupled cluster equations 

(jl(x) lexp[ - T(x) ]H(x) 

xexp[T(x)]IHF(x» =0, 

where 

(6) 

(7) 

is the configuration state function resulting from operating 
on I HF (x) ) with the jlth component of the excitation opera
tor. The orbitals and hence IHF(x» are determined from 
the Brillouin condition 

(HF(x) I [E ,--; (x),H(x)] IHF(x» = 0, 

where 

E ,--; (x) = E,s (x) - Es, (x), 

u 

(8) 

(9) 

Note that only those rotations which are nonredundant in 
the optimization of the Hartree-Fock energy occur in Eq. 
(8). 

We now assume that we have carried out a Hartree
Fock calculation and a subsequent coupled cluster calcula
tion at the reference geometry Xo. At the displaced geometry 
x we introduce an orthonormal set of molecular orbitals 
(OMOs), by defining orbital connections in terms of sym
metrically orthonormalized molecular orbitals. (At Xo these 
orbitals become identical to the HF orbitals.) At geometry x 
the HF orbitals may be expressed in terms of the OMOs as 

IHF(x» = exp[ - K(X)] IOMO(x», (10) 

where IOMO(x» is a determinant wave function built from 
the creation operators for the OMO basis. As we consider 
evaluation of derivatives of average values, the geometry de
pendence of the OMO creation operators need not be consid
ered further (see the discussion in Ref. 3). In the following 
we therefore omit reference to geometry in the OMO cre
ation and annihilation operators and refer to IOMO(x» as 
IHF). At a displaced geometry we thus write 

IHF(x» = exp[ - K(X) lIHF), (11) 

rex) = exp[K(x)]r exp[ - K(X)], 

where K is an antisymmetric operator 

K= L Kpq(x)Ep~. 
p>q 

(12) 

(13) 

Using Eqs. (11), (12), and (BI) we may write Eqs. (I), 
(6), and (8) at the displaced geometry as 

E(X,t,K) = (HFlexp( - T )exp(K)H(x) 

Xexp( -K)exp(T)IHF), 

(HFI [E ,--; ,exp(K)H(x)exp( - K)] IHF) = 0, 

(jllexp( - T )exp(K)H(x)exp( - K) 

Xexp( T) IHF) = 0, 

(14) 

(IS) 

(16) 

where the coupled cluster energy Eq. (14) is obtained by 
using Eq. ( 15) to determine the K for the Hartree-Fock orbi
tals and using Eq. (16) in a subsequent determination of the 
cluster amplitudes. For convenience we have omitted the 
geometry arguments of K and T. 
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2. Coupled cluster Lagrangian 

The CC energy is calculated from Eq. (14) where K and 
t obey the conditions in Eqs. (15) and (16). To avoid con
strained variables, we introduce one set of undetermined La
grange multipliers for each set of constraints (15) and ( 16): 

(17) 

The energy may now be determined by an unconstrained 
optimization of the Lagrangian 

W(x,J..,~) = E(x,J..) + te(x,J..), 

where 

(18) 

= L 'tl' ('ulexp( - T )exp(K)H(x)exp( - K) 
I' 

exp(K)H(x)exp( - K)] IHF). (19) 

We have here used the shorthand notation 

(20) 

for the cluster amplitudes and orbital rotation parameters. 
The Lagrangian W(x,J..,~) is unnecessary for determining 
the energy itself since the constraints (15) and (16) are triv
ially fulfilled if we first determine the HF orbitals using Eq. 
(8) [identical to Eq. (15)] and next determine the ampli
tudes from Eq. (6) [identicalto Eq. (16)] using these orbi
tals. However, when calculating derivatives, the Lagrangian 
W(x,J..,~) is very useful since its variational character en
sures that full advantage can be taken of the simplifications 
that occur for fully variational wave functions. In particular, 
the 2n + 1 rule holds for the variational parameters J.., and 
the 2n + 2 rule29

,30 holds for the linear variational param
eters ~. 

For future use we expand E(x,J..) and e(x,J..) of Eq. 
(18) 

E(x,J.. + J..(O) = E(x) + F(x)J.. + !G(x)J..J.. 

+ iK(x),A,,A,,A, + "', 
e(x,J.. + J..(O) = e(x) + f(x)J.. + !g(x)J..J.. 

+ ik(x)J..J..J.. + "', 
about 

(21 ) 

(22) 

J..(O) = (t(O)) (23) 
,,(0) • 

Note that ,,(0) vanishes at the reference geometry where the 
OMOs become Hartree-Fock orbitals. Explicit expressions 
for the expansion coefficients are given in Appendix E. 

3. Coupled cluster Lagrangian for frozen orbitals 

Occasionally CC calculations are carried out with fro
zen orbitals, i.e., after an initial Hartree-Fock calculation 
some of the orbitals are frozen (not included) in the CC 
calculation. To discuss the implications of this for the calcu-

lation of energy derivatives we divide the orbitals into four 
sets: frozen occupied (/, J,K,L), active occupied (i,j,k,/) , 
active unoccupied (a,b,c,d) , and frozen unoccupied 
(A,B,C,D). The occupied-unoccupied separation ofthe or
bitals is determined by the Brillouin condition [Eq. (8)], 
and the occupied-unoccupied orbital rotations (K(i,I),(a,A) ) 
are therefore determined by this condition. When frozen or
bitals are used the CC energy is no longer invariant with 
respect to rotations among the occupied orbitals or among 
the unoccupied orbitals. A unique CC energy is defined by 
requiring that the frozen-active blocks ofthe Fock matrix 

iF pq (x) = J... L (HFI [a~, [aqq,exp(K) 
2 q 

XH(x)exp( - K)] ] + IHF) 

are diagonal 

iFIi (x) = iFiI (x) = 0, 

iFAa (x) = iF aA (x) = o. 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

This condition determines the orbital rotation parameters 
connecting frozen occupied-active occupied (K/,i) and ac
tive unoccupied-frozen unoccupied (KA,a) orbitals, and the 
non vanishing part of the orbital rotation operator therefore 
becomes 

K= L KpqE~ + LKIiEii + LKAaE.-fu, (27) 
p = (i,l) Ii Aa 
q= (a,A) 

For each ofthe constraints in Eqs. (25) and (26) we intro
duce a set of Lagrange multipliers and add the terms 

L Kt//FIi(x) + L KtA/FAa (x) (28) 
Ii Aa 

to the CC Lagrangian. The use of frozen orbitals has pre
viously been considered by Rice et al. 12 and Lee et aU 1 for CI 
wave functions and applied by Scheiner et al. 13 to CCSD 
wave functions. The treatment offrozen orbitals in Ref. 12 is 
equivalent to the one presented here, 

B. Coupled cluster energy derivatives 

We now present expressions for CC energy derivatives 
up to third order. The derivatives are obtained by substitut
ing the CC Lagrangian (18) in the general expressions for 
derivatives of Lagrangians given in Ref, 29. 

1. Molecular gradient 

The first derivative of the Lagrangian is 

W(1) = E(I) + ~(O)e(J), (29) 

Inserting the appropriate derivatives of Appendix E we ob
tain 

where H(I) is the first derivative of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 
(AI3). The states ICC) and (AI are given by 
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ICC) = exp(T(O» IHF), (31) 

(AI = (HFI + L t;~O)(p.lexp( - T(O». (32) 
It 

We note that the gradient may be calculated from the undif
ferentiated wave function and Lagrange multipliers. The 
only derivatives needed are those of the Hamiltonian which 
may be processed in the atomic orbital basis. Equation (30) 
has previously been obtained by applying the Handy
Schaefer technique to expressions containing the first de
rivatives of the cluster amplitudes and orbital rotations A (I). 
Both terms in the gradient may be calculated from effective 
densities as discussed below. 

2. Molecular Hessian 

The second derivative of the Lagrangian is 
W(2) = E(2) + 2FI)).(I) + G(O»).(I»).(I) 

+ ~(O)(e(2) + 2f(l)).(I) + g(O»).(I»).(I» (33) 

which reduces to the following expression in the CC case: 

- 2(AI [T(I), J(I)] ICC) 

+ (AI [T(I),[T(I),H(I)]] ICC). 

where 
J(3) = H(3) + 3 [K(I),H(2)] + 3 [K(1),K(1),H(I)] 

+ [K(I),K(J),K(1),H(OJ] 

It 

(34) 
I 

(39) 

(40) 

Hence the CC anharmonicity may be calculated from no 
higher than the first derivatives of cluster amplitudes, orbital 
rotations, and Lagrange multipliers. The first four terms in 
the anharmonicity Eq. (38) are similar to the four terms in 
theHessianEq. (34), withJ(3),J(2),andJ(IJ replacingJ(2),J(IJ, 
and H(oJ in Eq. (34). The next four terms have the same 
structure, and are identical to the Hessian except that (A(J)I 
and K~(J) replace (AI and K~(O). Only the last contribution to 
the anharmonicity has no counterpart in the Hessian. 

C. Coupled cluster response equations 

In this section we analyze the response equations ob
tained from the variational condition. First we derive the 
general response equations followed by an order-by-order 
solution of the response equations necessary for calculating 
derivatives up to the first anharmonicity. Finally we discuss 
the transformation matrices entering the response equa
tions. 

We have here used the notation 

J(I) = H(1) + [K(1),H(O)], (35) 

J(2) = H(2) + 2[~I),H(1)] + [K(I),K(I),H(1)]. (36) 

Whereas the first derivatives of the cluster amplitudes and 
orbital rotations are needed, no derivatives of the Lagrange 
multipliers appear (in accordance with the 2n + 2 rule). 
Also, the first two terms in the Hessian Eq. (34) are identical 
to the gradient Eq. (30), except that the operator is J(2) rath
er than H(I). These terms may be viewed as the static contri
bution to their respective derivatives. The last two terms in 
the Hessian describe the relaxation of the cluster amplitudes 
to geometrical distortions and have no counterparts in the 
gradient. 

3. First molecular anharmoniclty 

From the expression for the third derivative of the La
grangian 
W(3) = E(3) + 3F2»).(1) + 3G(I)).(1)).(I) + K(O»).(1)).(I)).(I) 

+ ~(O)(e(3) + 3(2»).(1) + 3g(1)).(1)).(1) 

+ k(O»).(1»).(J»).(J» 

+ ~(I)(e(2) + 2fJ»).(J) + 3g(I)).(J)).(I)) (37) 

we obtain 

(38) 

Applying the variational condition to the coupled clus
ter Lagrangian ( 18) we obtain equations for the orbital rota
tions: 

aw = (HFI [E p-; ,exp(K)H(x)exp( - K) ] IHF) = 0 
aK

; 

pq (41) 

for the cluster amplitudes: 

aw = (,ulexp( - T )exp(K)H(x)exp( - K)exp( T) IHF) 
a';1t 

=0 (~) 

for the cluster amplitUde Lagrange multipliers: 

aw = _ (HFlexp( - T) ['Tv,exp(K)H(x)exp( - K)] 
atv 

Xexp(T)IHF) - I ';It(,ulexp( - T) 
It 

x ['Tv,exp(K)H(x)exp( - K) ]exp( T) IHF) 
= 0 (43) 

and for the orbital rotation Lagrange mUltipliers: 
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aw = (HFlexp( _ T) {exp(k) [E ; ,H(x) ]} 
aKpq 

Xexp(T)IHF) + L 'tl'(,ulexp( - T) 
I' 

X {exp(k) [E ;,H(x)] }exp(T )IHF) 

+ L Kt,..(HFI [E;;,exp(k) [E;,H(x)]] IHF) 
,>s 

=0 (~) 

The superoperator k in Eq. (~) is defined as 

k[A,B] = [K,A,B], (45) 

where the symmetric commutator is defined as 

[A),A2,· .. ,An,B] 

1 
=- 9 (l,2, ... ,n)[A),[A2, ... ,[An,B ] ... ]], (46) 

n! 
9 ( 1,2, ... ,n) being the permutation operator. The four equa
tions Eq. (41 )-( ~) may be solved order by order in geomet
rical distortions. Equation (41) depends on K, Eq. (42) de
pends on K and t, Eq. (43) depends on K, t, and '~, and Eq. 
( ~) depends on all variables K, t, '~, and K~. The equations 
must therefore be solved in that order. Solved to zeroth or
der, Eqs. (41) and (42) determine the coupled cluster wave 
function. In Appendix C we derive general equations for the 
Nth order response. From Eqs. (C8) and (C9) the general 
equation for the orbital rotations and cluster amplitudes fol
lows: 

A}..(N) = ~(N). (47) 

From Eqs. (C 10) and (C 11) it is seen that the equation for 
the Lagrange multipliers is 

(48) 

The same transformation matrix enters these equations to all 
orders, although transposed in Eq. (48). As discussed below 
the transformation matrix is symmetric for the orbital pa
rameter and nonsymmetric for the cluster amplitudes. 

1. Zeroth-order Lagrange multipliers 

The zeroth-order Lagrange multipliers are needed for 
all derivatives. First the' ~(O) are obtained by solving Eq. (43) 
to zeroth order: 

L 't ~O)(,ulexp( - T(O) ['Tv,H(O)] ICC) 
I' 

= - (HFI ['Tv,H(O)] ICC). (49) 

From '~(O) we construct (AI according to Eq. (32) and ob
tain K~(O) by solving Eq. (~) to zeroth order for nonredun
dant orbital rotations: 

L Kt~~)(HFI [E;; ,[E ;,H(O)]] IHF) 

(50) 

This equation has the same structure as the usual Hartree
Fock response equations,· except that the right-hand side is 
calculated from states (AI and ICC) rather than (HFI and 
IHF). 

2. Flrst-order orbital rotations and cluster amplitudes 

To calculate higher-than-first derivatives we need the 
first-order response of the orbital-rotation and cluster-am
plitude parameters. First, the K(J) are obtained by solving Eq. 
( 41) to first order 

L KJ,!)(HFI [E,;, [E; ,H(O)]] IHF) 
p>q 

= - (HFI [E,; ,H(I)] IHF). (51) 

These are the usual first-order Hartree-Fock response equa
tions. From K(I) we calculateJ(J) and determine t(1) by solving 
Eq. (42) to first order 

L t ~))(,ulexp( - T(O) [1'v,H(O)] ICC) 
v 

(52) 

Note that, except for a different right-hand side, Eq. (52) is 
identical to Eq. (49) which determines the zeroth-order am
plitude mUltipliers '~(O). 

3. First-order Lagrange multipliers 

The above Eqs. (49 )-( 52) are those needed for the mo
lecular Hessian. To calculate third and higher derivatives we 
also need the first-order response of the Lagrange multipli
ers. The ,~(J) are obtained by solving Eq. (43) to first order 

L 't ~I)(,ulexp( - T(O)[ 'Tv,H(O)] ICC) 
I' 

= - (AI [T(J),[1'v,H(O)]] - [1'v,J(I)] ICC). (53) 

Again we note that except for the right-hand side these equa
tions are identical to the zeroth-order equations (49). From 
,~(I) we calculate (A(I)I and solve Eq. (~) to first order and 
obtain K~(J) 

= _ (AI [E;,H(I)] + [E;,K(J),H(O)] + [T(I),[E p-;,H(I)]] ICC) 

- L K;~~)(AI[E,;,[E;,H(J)]] + [E,;,[E;,K(I),H(O)]]IHF) 
,> s 

+ (AI [E ;,H(I)] ICC). (54) 
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Equation (54) is similarin structure to those for K~(O) and K( 1). 

4. The coefficient matrices of the response equations 

Although we have four sets of parameters (K, t, '~, and 
K~) to determine, only two different coefficient matrices are 
used, and these are independent of order. These matrices are 

KApqTS = (HFI [E ~,[ E,:; ,H(O)]] IHF) (55) 

which enters the equations for K and K~, and 

'A/Lv = (plexp( - T(O)[ Tv,H(O)] ICC) (56) 

which enters the equations for t and ';. The matrix K A is 
simply the Hartree-Fock orbital Hessian which is symmet
ric. The matrix' A is the CC Jacobian which is nonsymme
tric. Therefore, although the linear transformations which 
are carried out when t(n) and '~(n) are determined iteratively 
(as discussed below) are similar, they are not identical. 

III. THE COUPLED CLUSTER SINGLE-DOUBLE MODEL 

In this section we rewrite the molecular gradient and 
Hessian of the previous section in a form suitable for the 
coupled cluster single-double (CCSD) model. In Sec. III A 
we discuss the parametrization of the CCSD wave function. 
Section III B discusses the calculation of the appropriate re
sponse parameters and in Sec. III C the working equations 
for CCSD derivatives are derived. Finally, in Sec. III D we 
outline a computer program which has been developed to 
calculate CCSD molecular gradients and Hessians. 

A. Parametrization of the CCSD model 

In this section we discuss the parametrization of the 
manifold of double excitations in closed shell CCSD calcula
tions. This manifold enters the cluster operator T2 (Sec. 
III AI) as well as the projection manifold of the CC equa
tions (Sec. III A 2). 

1. Cluster operator 

In the CCSD case the cluster operator is written as 

(57) 

where T] and T2 in the spin-orbital basis are given in Eqs. (3) 
and (4). To represent this operator in the orbital basis we 
note that exp( T) must preserve spin when operating on the 
reference state. The operator T must therefore transform as 
an irreducible tensor operator of rank zero in spin space: 

[Sz,T] = 0, 

[S±,T] =0. 

(58) 

(59) 

These equations impose constraints on the cluster ampli
tudes. Equation (58) leads to the symmetry relations Eqs. 
(h)-(13) of Ref. 14, while Eq. (59) gives Eq. (14) in the 
same paper. Using these symmetry relations we find that T] 
and T2 can be rewritten in terms of the generators of the 
unitary group 

Tl = L t~Eai> (60) 
ai 

T2 = L t':/EaiEbj =..!... L t':/EaiEbj , (61) 
(ai);> (bj) 2 aibj 

where t ':/ = (1 + tJabtJij) -It ':/. The last identity is obtained 
by imposing the symmetry relation 

t,:/=tJ:' (62) 

on the amplitudes. This symmetry analysis applies to closed 
as well as open shell cases. For Abelian point groups the 
direct product of the irreducible representations of the orbi
tals in T] and T2 must belong to the totally symmetric repre
sentation of the point group. 

2. Projection agaInst the manifold of double excitations 
in the CC equations 

We now discuss the choice of basis for projecting against 
the doubly excited states in the CCSD equations. The linear 
equations resulting from this projection have such a large 
dimension that they must be solved iteratively. Since in itera
tive algorithms diagonal dominance is essential for fast con
vergence, our choice of basis is dictated by the fact that the 
Jacobian matrix [' A22 in Eq. (56)] should be diagonally 
dominant. This may be accomplished as follows. The two
electron operators EaiEbj and EajEbi are nonorthogonal and 
their overlap matrix may be written 

(HFIEiaEjbEajEbi IHF») 

(HFIEjaEibEajEbi IHF) 

=(4 -2). 
-2 4 

(63) 

Defining the transformation matrix 

V =..!... (2 1). V-l=( 2 -2 1) (64) 
3 1 2 ' -1 

and transforming the first index we obtain a diagonal over
lap matrix 

VS = (~ ~). (65) 

In the biorthogonal basis32 

{EaiEbj IHF)}; {(HFI (2Eia Ejb + EjaEib)H (66) 

the overlap matrix S is thus diagonal. To zeroth order in the 
fluctuation potential the Jacobian matrix 

I A22 = {(HFIEiaEjb exp( - T(O) [Ea'lEb'F,H(O)] 

Xexp( T(O) IHF)} (67) 

has the same structure as the overlap matrix S, and a diagon
ally dominant Jacobian is therefore obtained by transform
ing the first index of' A22 to the biorthogonal basis. 

The biorthogonal basis is not the optimal choice of basis, 
however. A better basis is obtained by introducing the or
thogonal transformation 

U = ~ G ~ J = U-
l 

(68) 

in the transformation of the overlap matrix 

USU-
I = (~ ~). (69) 

This choice corresponds to the operators 
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4930 Koch et al.: Coupled cluster energy derivatives 

r!ibj = _1_ (Ea;Ebj ± EajEbi ), 
Ji 

(70) 

where ( + ) is the singlet-singlet and ( - ) the triplet-trip
let coupled operator.33

•
34 The triplet-triplet coupled cluster 

amplitudes are usually an order of magnitude smaller than 
the singlet-singlet amplitudes. This indicates that splitting 
the trial vectors into components containing either singlet
singlet or triplet-triplet operators should lead to significant 
savings in the linear equations. Later, a similar splitting be
tween the cluster amplitudes for the manifolds of single and 
double excitations will be described. In our implementation 
of the molecular Hessian we have used the biorthogonal ba
sis. Applications of the orthogonal basis Eq. (70) will be 
published elsewhere. 

B. CCSD response equations 

We now discuss the calculation of the response param
eters needed for the CCSD molecular gradient and Hessian. 
In Sec. III B 1 the right-hand sides of the response equations 
are written in a computationally convenient form. Section 
III B 2 considers the evaluation ofthe CCSD Jacobian ma
trix and in Sec. III B 3 we derive explicit expressions for the 
transformations by this matrix (avoiding the explicit calcu
lation of its elements). Such transformations are needed 
when the response equations are solved iteratively as de
scribed in Sec. III B 4. 

1. Righi-hand sides of CCSD response equations 

a. Right-hand side o/' ~ (0) equations. In order to evaluate 
the right-hand side of Eq. (49) it is convenient to introduce 
the HF-CC transition densities 

D;; = (HFIEpq ICC) 

= 2t5pq vp + 2t Z (1 - Vq )vp' 

d;i;s = (HFlepqrs ICC) 

= 2 (28pqt5rs - t5ps8qr )vp Vr 

(71) 

+ 2(2t5pq t; - t5qrt~ + 2t5rs tZ - t5ps tnvp Vr 

(72) 

where 

T(:/=t't/+t'ttJ (73) 

and 

(74) 

The single excitation component of the right-hand side of 
Eq. (49) may be written as 

'1J~~) = - (HFI [Ea;.H(O)] ICC) 

(75) 

where 

F~C[OI = L hpaDC;c + L (pqlra)d~~i = 2 Via' (76) 
p pqr 

FC~IOI = " h. D CC + "(pqlis)d cC = 0 (77) al £..t lp ap ~ pqas 
p pqs 

and the double excitation component becomes 

'1J~~~ = (HFI [Eai' [Eb1,H(0)] ] ICC) 

= L (palrb)dC;~ 
pr 

=2Liajb . (78) 

For future use we extend the definition of Via and L ia1b to 
general indices 

where the inactive Fock matrix is defined as 

i [01 _ " F pq - hpq + £.. L kkpq (80) 
k 

and 

Lpqrs = 2 (pqlrs) - (pslrq) =Lrspq = Lqpsr' (81) 

b. Right-hand side O!K~(O) equations. To calculate the 
right-hand side ofEq. (50) we introduce the A-CC transi
tion densities 

= D ~c + L ';- ~~) (HFIEia exp( - T(O»Epq ICC) 
ai 

d~rs = (AlepqrsICC), 

where 

(AI = (HFI + L ';- ~~) (HFIEia exp( - T(O» 
ai 

(83) 

+..!... L 't~~~j(HFIEjbEia exp( - T(O», (84) 
2 abij 

't~~~j = (1 +8ab8ij)t;-~~~. (85) 

The calculation of the densities in Eqs. (82) and (83) is 
described in Ref. 13. The right-hand side ofEq. (50) now 
becomes 

K1J~~) = - (AI [E at ,H(O)] ICC) 

= - 2(F~[01 - F~[OI), (86) 

where F:}OI is a Fock matrix calculated from averaged den
sities 

F:,:ol = L hrq ..!... (D~ + D:r) 
r 2 

+ L (rsltq)..!... (d~tP +d~Pt +d~tP +d~Pt)· 
m 4 . 

(87) 

c. Right-hand side O!K(J) equations. The right-hand side 
of Eq. (51) may be written as 

KS ~:) = - (HFI [E at ,H(I)] IHF) 

(88) 
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where F~F( I) is the Fock matrix constructed from Hartree
Fock densities and the derivative integrals 

(89) 

and the last term indicates that the integrals are one-index 
transformed using S (1) as transformation matrix (see Appen
dix A for details). The evaluation of the Fock matrix from 
one-index transformed integrals is described elsewhere. 35 

d. Right-hand side 0/ tfIJ equations. Having solved Eq. 
( 51) to obtain the first-order orbital rotations, the right
hand side of Eq. (52) may be evaluated as 

IS ~:) = (HFIEia exp( - T(Ol)J(l)ICC), (90) 

IS ~:~j = (HFIEjbEia exp( - T(Ol)J(llICC). (91) 

Expressions (90) and (91) can be calculated from the ze
roth-order CCSD equations using the integrals of the Hamil
tonian J(ll [see Eq. (35)]. Explicit expressions for I S(l) are 
given in Ref. 36. 

2. The structure of the CCSO Jacobian matrix 

In practical calculations iterative techniques must be 
used to solve Eqs. (49) and (52), and the solutions are ob-

I 

tained by carrying out a series of linear transformations of 
trial vectors from either side of the nonsymmetric Jacobian 
matrix. In this section we describe how such transformations 
may be carried out by processes of order N 6 or lower (where 
N is the number of orbitals). This is achieved by a careful 
choice of intermediates for the construction oflinearly trans
formed vectors. We also demonstrate that the same set of 
intermediates may be used for transformations from either 
side of the Jacobian. Second quantization allows us to identi
fy the appropriate intermediates and to recognize that no 
processes higher than N 6 are needed be/ore we derive explicit 
expressions for the transformations. 

The Jacobian matrix Eq. (56) contains more than N7 
nonzero elements and its construction is therefore a process 
of order greater than N7. However, from the structure of 
matrix it can be seen that linear transformations may be car
ried out in no more than N 6 operations. The CCSD Jacobian 
may be divided into the four blocks according to the particle 
rank of the amplitUdes: I All' I A 12, I A21 , and I A22• Using the 
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) expansion and the fact 
that terms truncate after at most four operators of the type 
Eck in commutators containing Ho, we may write these four 
blocks as 

IAai,a'i'= = (HFIEia [Eo',.,H(Ol] IHF) - (HFIEia[TIO), [Ea·,.,H(Ol]]IHF) 

- (HFIEia [nO), [Ea.oH(Ol]] IHF) + !(HFIEia [nO), [T\o>, [Ea'OH(Ol]]] IHF), 

IAai,a"'b'/ = (HFIEia [Ea,,.Eb,/,H(Ol] IHF) - (HFIEia [no>, [Eo',.Eb'l,H(Ol]] IHF), 

IAaibJ,a'" = (HFIEjbEia [Ea.,.,H(Ol] IHF) - (HFIEjbEia[nO), [Eo',.,H(Ol]]IHF) 

- (HFIEjbEia[nO), [Ea,,.,H(O)]]IHF) +!(HFIEjbEia[Tl°>' [T\O), [Ea,,.,H(Ol]]]IHF) 

(92) 

(93) 

+ (HFIEjbEia [nO), [Tl°>' [Ea ... ,H(Ol]]] IHF) - i(HFIEjbEia [no>, [TlO), [nO), [Ea,,.,H(O)]]]] IHF), 
(94) 

IAaibj,a,,.b'/ = (HFIEjbEia [Ea ... Eb'J,H(Ol] IHF) - (HFIEjbEia [TlO), [Ea ... Eb'J,H(Ol]] IHF) 

- (HFIEjbEia [nO), [Eo''' Eb'l,H(Ol]] IHF) + !(HFIEjbEia [nO), [TlO), [Ea,,. Eb'l,H(Ol]]] IHF). 
(95) 

It is convenient to write Eqs. (93) and (95) such that operations associated with the right index ofthe Jacobian commute with 
the Hamiltonian and conserve its particle rank: 

IAai,a'WJ = 28aa,8i/' (HFI [Eb'J ,H(Ol] ICC) + 28ab ,8iJ (HFI [Ea,,. ,H(Ol] ICC) 

- (HFIEia [Eb'J' [Ea ... ,H(Ol]] IHF) - (HFIEia [nO), [Eb'J'[ Eo',.,H(Ol]]] IHF), (96) 

IAaibj,a'''b'f = f!}J':/f!}J~?' (28aa,8i/Abj,b'J - 8aa,8j/Abi,b'J) - (HFIEjbEia [Eb'f' [Ea,,. ,H(Ol] ] IHF) 

+ (HFIEjbEia [TIO), [Eb,/,[ Ea,,.,H(Ol]]] IHF) + (HFIEjbEia [nO), [Eb'f'[ Ea,,.,H(Ol]]] IHF) 

In Appendix D explicit expressions are given for the 
CCSD Jacobian. In constructing intermediates we have re
duced as far as possible the number of stored. intermediates 
containing four virtual indices. IAai,a'" is stored on disk and 
used in the construction of the remaining three blocks of the 
Jacobian matrix, 

(97) 

3. Linear transformations by the CCSO Jacobian 

When Eqs. (49) and (52) are solved iteratively it is 
necessary to carry out linear transformations of trial vectors 
by the CCSD Jacobian either from the left or from the right. 
Since a linear transformation of a vector containing both 
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4932 Koch et al.: Coupled cluster energy derivatives 

single and double excitation components can be carried out 
on these two sets of components separately without loss of 
efficiency, we split the trial vectors into a set with vanishing 
double excitations and a set with vanishing single excita
tions. This allows us to concentrate our effort on the part of 
the reduced subspace which shows the slowest convergence. 

Let us consider linear transformations from the left and 
use the notation 

(98) 

eO'I 20'2) = (0 2b) ('All 'A12). (99) 
'A21 'A22 

The linear transformations in Eqs. (98) and (99) may be 
carried out using no more than N 6 operations by carefully 
selecting intermediates. To demonstrate this and to show 
how intermediates are constructed we describe in more de
tail the evaluation of the term which results from multiply
ing 2b on the fourth term of' A22 in Eq. (97). It is clear that 
this term has the highest order dependence. Consider first 
the evaluation of the operator 

{la'Wi = L t~1[ Eck ' [Edl' [Eb'l' [Ea'i' ,H(O)]]]] ( 1(0) 
ckdl 

entering Eq. (97). Equation (100) may be reduced to a sum 
over two-electron operators which may be written as 

+ p~/' (Lii'b'CkEa'kEci + Lii'Cb'kEckEa'I) ' 
ck ck 

(101 ) 

where the intermediates i;,qrs contain for example products 
of two two electron amplitudes and integrals 

L t ~1 (a' k I b 'I) (102) 
kl 

which may be constructed in N 6 processes. When {laibj is 
inserted in the fourth term ofEq. (97) and trial vectors are 
multiplied from either side, it is seen that the linear transfor
mations may be carried out as N 6 or lower processes. For 
example, multiplying from the left by baibj gives 

L baibj(HFIEjbEia{la'i'b'IIHF) ( 103) 
aibj 

which introduces four Kronecker deltas. The six summa
tions in Eq. (102) (a,b,i,j and two from {laibj) therefore 
reduce to two. Scheiner et al.13 have previously, using the 
language of first quantization, written the linear transforma
tions from the left in terms of N 6 processes. In first quantiza
tion, these simplifications are recognized only after all terms 
entering the linear transformation have been evaluated and 
then substantially rearranged. 

Using the above technique for all the terms entering the 
linear transformations in Eq. (98) and (99) we obtain for 
the individual components of U 

(104) 
ai 

where 

and 

IUa'i'b'l = L Iba/Aai.a'i'b'l 
ai 

= .9~/,( - 4 Iba,i' Vw + 21ba'1 Vw 

+ 2 ~ Iba'iPlb'ti + 2 L Ibai' Q1b'aa') , 
I a 

Bjaii' = - Qrjai - L tjQi'cai - L t~Qoac 
c 

+ L (2tjt - t~n Vi'c 
c 

(105) 

( 106) 

(107) 

( 108) 

- L TJr Qi'cac' - J.- L (2t ~'J - t jt)Pkci'i 
cc' 2 ck 

+ L (2t ~~ - t ~t)Pkci'j 
ck 

(109) 

+ L (2t~: - t%f) Vka, 
k 

- L Tt,Pka'ki - J.- L (2t~~ - t~t)Qkcaa' 
kk' 2 ck 

+ L (2t~~ - t~t)Qkcba' 
ck 

- -2
1 

L nt(2Qka'ac + Qkcaa')' 
ck 

(110) 

(111) 

(112) 

where 

t:.jk = L 2haibj (2t f: - t ft), (113 ) 
abi 

(114) 
aij 

and 
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2 1 ~ 2b- tA q alb'/ = - albj aibj,a'lb,/ 
2 ai ~ 

1 2- 2- t '" 2- ( 1 t )) - - L (2 baia't - bata'l) Aai,b'/ + 4 bala'i 2Calbf - - Aal,b't , 
2 a, a, 2 

(116) 

Aklk'j = -Ljkik' - Lt~Le/k'j - Lt~,Lcjki 
C C 

( 117) 

(118) 

The construction of the intermediates D [Eq, (106)], H 
[Eq, (109)], I [Eq, (110)], C [Eq, (116)], A [Eq, (117)], 
and B [Eq, (118)] have as highest operation count 

2y402 + 5y303 + 5y20\ 

where previous implementations '3 have 

3y402 + 9y303 + 5y204. 

In the linear transformations the construction of 20' has the 
highest operation count 

l/4y402 + 2y303 + l/4Y204 

being the only term which scales as N 6
• Previous13 imple

mentations have the operation count 

l/2y402 + 3y303 + l/2y204 

for the linear transformation, 
The linear transformations from the right may similarly 

be written as 

(119) 

The four individual contributions to p are 

1 '" tA 1 POi = ~ ai,a't Ca,,.., 
a'i' 

+ ~ (2t 7t - t:"k) l<1>kj 

+ ~ (2t':/ - tfiC)I<1>bc)' 

where 

and 

2 1 ~ tA 2 POi = - al,a'lb'l Ca'lb'l 
2 a',b'l 

+ 2 ~ (2t~/ - tm2<1>ac + 2 ~ (2t%J - tjt)2<1>lk + * tAbj,ck (2
2cckal - 2Ce/ak) 

- ~ ~ tAbi,Ck (22Cckaj - 2Ccjak) + * (2CCkbl - ~ tAbl,ck r Ccjak ) , 
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( 115) 

(120) 

(121 ) 

(122) 

(123) 

(124) 

(125) 

( 126) 
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4934 Koch et al.: Coupled cluster energy derivatives 

Only 2P2 has an operation count which scales as N 6 

l/4y402 + 2y303 + l/4y204. 

4. Algorithm for solving the response equations 

The linear equations for K( I) and K~(O) both have the struc
ture of the coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock equations and 
are solved as described in Ref. 37. The equations for' ~(O) and 
t(l) differ only by the fact that '~(O) is multiplied from the left 
and t(1) from the right on the nonsymmetric Jacobian matrix. 
The same scheme may therefore be used to obtain '~(O) and 
t(l). In the following we describe how t(l) may be determined 
by an iterative technique similar to the one described in Ref. 
37 for solving the response equations for large-scale multi
configuration self-consistent field wave functions. As dis
cussed previously the trial vectors are divided into two 
classes 

(129) 

with vanishing coefficients for either the singles or the dou
bles. For a given subspace spanned by the orthonormal set of 
trial vectors 

(130) 

we can determine an approximative solution to the equations 

( 'All :AI2)(AI) = (SI), (131) 
'A21 A22 A2 S2 

where the approximate solution vector may be written as 

( 132) 

giving a residual vector 

( RI) = (: All : A12)(A~) _ (SI) . 
R2 A21 A22 A2 S2 

(133) 

Whenever IIR211> IIRIII, a new trial vector of the type 
(?c) n + I is added to Eq. (130) using a modified conjugate 
gradient algorithm where R2 is divided by the diagonal ele
ments of A22. If IIRIII;;;. IIR2 11, then a single excitation trial 
vector is added where RI is divided by the diagonal elements 
of All. 

C. CCSD energy derivatives 

1. CCSO molecular gradient 

The molecular gradient Eq. (30) may in the CCSD case 
be written as 

W(I) = (AIH(\) - HPR:S(l),H(O)lICC) 

+ (HFI (K;(O),H(I» - ~(S(I),H(O» /HF), 
(134) 

where we have used the notation for one-index transformed 
Hamiltonians given in Appendix A. We introduce the effec
tive density matrix 

D eff _DA D{; pq - pq - pq' 

d eff - d A d{; pqrs - pqrs - pqrs' 

(135) 

(136) 

where D A and d A are given in Eqs. (82) and (83) and 

D~ = {K;,DHF}pq = 2K;pq(Vq - vp), (137) 

d ~qrs = {K;,dHF}pqrs = g;~~ (2D ~8rs - D ~s8rq )vr. 
(138) 

The one-index transformation of the Hartree-Fock one
electron density matrix D HF is defined as 

(139) 

and similarly in the two-electron case. Using the above ex
pressions we may write the gradient in Eq. (134) as 

W(I)= TrDeffh (I) +lTrdeffg(l) _TrS(l)peff[OI 
ao AO 2 ao AO AO ao , 

( 140) 

where P~~[OI is the contravariant AO Fock matrix construct
ed from the effective density in Eqs. (135) and (136). (Sub
scripts AO and ao indicate covariant and contravariant 
atomic orbital bases, respectively.) Hence the CCSD gradi
ent may be calculated very efficiently, requiring the solution 
of only two sets of equations to determine K~(O) and '~(O) (see 
Sec. III B) and no transformation of differentiated integrals. 

2. CCSO molecular Hessian 

The CCSD Hessian Eq. (34) contains four terms. Using 
Eqs. (35) and (36) and Eq. (A14) from Appendix A we 
obtain for the first term 

(AIJ(2)ICC) = (A/H[21 + (2';1) -S(I>,H[lI) + !(S(I)S(I) 

_ S(2),H(O» + ~(S(I),S(\),H(O» 

+ (K(I),K(I),H(O» - (K(I),(S(\),H(O») ICC). 
(141) 

Using the techniques of Ref. 35 for handling expectation 
values of Hamiltonians containing one-index transformed 
integrals we obtain 

(AIJ(2)/CC) = Tr D A h (2) + 1 Tr d A g(2) 
ao AO 2 ao AO 

+ Tr(4K(1) - 2S(I»pA[I] 

- Tr Sf6F~JO] + Tr(S(I)S(I)FA[O]) 

+ Tr[K(I)(K(I),pA[OI)] 

- Tr[ (2K(I) - !S(I» (S(I),pA[O])], 
(142) 

where pA[O] is given in Eq. (87) and pA[11 is identical to 
pA[O] except that the undifferentiated integrals are replaced 
by differentiated integrals. We finally combine Eq. (142) 
with the second term in the Hessian (34) by replacing the 
densities D A with the effective densities of Eqs. (135) and 
(136). We obtain 
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(AIJ(2l ICC) + L K~ ~?l (HFI [E at ,J(2l] ICC) 
ai 

= Tr D eff h (2l + 1 Tr d effg (2l _ Tr S (2l Fetr[O] 
30 AO 2 30 AO AO 30 

+ 2 TrK(llX(l) - 2 TrS(lly(ll, (143) 

where 
X(I) = 2Feff[ l] _ (S (I),Feff[O]) + (K(ll,Feff[O]), ( 144) 

y(l) = Feff[l] _ !(S(I),Feff[O]) _ !S(llFeff[O], (145) 

The second-derivative integrals are thus used directly in the 
AO basis, whereas the first derivative integrals are needed in 
the MO basis. This completes the evaluation of the first and 
second terms in the Hessian (34), 

Using (A I from Eq, (84), the third term in the expres
sion for the Hessian (34) becomes 

(AI [T(l),J(ll] ICC) 

= (AI [Ti I) ,J(l)] ICC) + (AI [ Til) ,J(ll] ICC) 

= L t ~,n F~i,1) - F~d,l)] 
a'i' 

+1.- L t~,l.Jb'l [(HFI [Ea'tEb'l,J(I)] ICC) 
2 a'i'b'l 

"'f-(O)'A (I) 1 ",;;:'(O)'A (I) ] + 4 ~ ai ai,a'tb'l + -2 £,.., ~ aibj aibj,a'i'b'l ' 
al alb) 

(146) 

where I A(I)isdefinedas I AinEq, (56) withPl)replacingH(Ol 
and where 

FA(\) = " h (llD A + " (pqlis)(lld A 
al ~ lp ap £.. pqas' (147) 

p pqs 

FA(I) =" h O)D A + " (pqlsa)(lld A 
, 

QI "" po pi £..t pqsr 
(148) 

p pqs 

are the Fock matrices constructed from the nonsymmetric 
densities in Eqs, (82) and (83) and the integrals J (I), The last 
term in Eq, (146) may be calculated in terms ofthe linearly 
transformed vectors given in Eqs. (107) and (115), Equa
tion (146) becomes 

(AI [T(ll,J(l)] ICC) = L t~nF~~l) -F~d,l)] 
a'''' 

(149) 

where lail) and 2ail) denote the doubly excited components 
of the linear transformations in Eqs. (107) and (115), re
spectively, with I~ (Ol as trial vector and where the integrals of 
H(Ol are replaced by the integrals of J(ll, The fourth term in 
the Hessian in Eq. (34) may be rewritten as 

(AI [T(I), [T(l),H(Ol]] ICC) 

= (AI [TIl), [Tll),H(O)]] ICC) 

+ 2(AI [TiI),[TP>,H(Ol]] ICC) 

+ (AI [Til), [TiI),H(Ol]] ICC), (150) 

The first term in Eq, (150) can be expressed as 

(AI [Til), [TP>'H(ol]] ICC) 

= (AI Til) [Tll),H(Ol] ICC) 

- (AI [T\I)TiI),H(Ol] ICC), (151 ) 

where the last term is zero since it contains the doubly excit
ed component of the equation which determines I~ (Ol 

(AI [TlI)TiI),H(Ol] ICC) = 0, (152) 

Inserting the expression for (A I Eq. (84) in Eq, (151) gives 

(AI [T\I), [T\I),H(Ol]] ICC) 

where 

- 8(L I~ ~?) t ~: »)(L t W Vbj) 
aj bj 

+' 2" (I)'A (I) 
£.. Yai ai,b/ jb , 
aibJ 

Y(I) =" (21;;:'(0) _ 1;;:'(O),)t(l) 
aJ ~ ~ alck ~ akCl ck· 

ck 

The last two terms in Eq. (150) may be written as 

(153) 

(154) 

2(AI [Til),[ Tii),H(Ol]] IA) + (AI[ Til),[ Tf),H(Ol]] IA) 

= 1.- L t ~:~ {(Ai I [2TiI), [EaiEbj,H(Ol]] IHF) 
2 aibj 

+ (A~ I [2TP>' [EaiEbj,H(Ol]] IHF) 

- ~(A~ I [2Tl°>' [2TP), [EaiEbj,H(Ol]]] IHF) 

+ (A~ I [2 T il),[ EaiEbj,H(Ol]] IHF)} , (155) 

where 

(Ai I = L I~ ~?l(HFIEia , (156) 
ai 

(A~ I = L I; ~?~ (HFIEiaEjb ' (157) 
aibj 

In order to be able to express Eq, (155) in terms of known 
quantities we consider a linear transformation by I A using 
('~ 1°) ,0) as trial vector, Using Eq, (93) the doubly excited 
component of this transformation becomes 

laaibj = (Ai I [EaiEbj,H(O)] IHF) 

- (Ai I [TiO), [EaiEbj,H(Ol]] IHF) . (158) 

Similarly, the linear transformations of (0, I~ iO» give for the 
doubly excited component 

2aaibj = (A~ I [EaiEbj,H(Ol] IHF) 

- (A~ I [Tl°>' [EaiEbj,H(Ol]] IHF) 

+ !(A~ I [TlO), [TiO), [EaiEbj,H(Ol]]] IHF) 

- (A~ I [TiOl, [EaiEbj,H(Ol]] IHF) , (159) 

where we have used Eq. (95), Comparing the terms in the 
parentheses in Eq, (155) with the terms in Eqs, (158) and 
(159), we find that Eq. (155) may be caiculated as the linear 
transformations in Eqs. (158) and (159), where the t ~~) and 
t ~~lj amplitudes are replaced by the 2t ~?l and t ~?lj' Further
more, the first term in both Eqs, ( 158) adn ( 159) should not 
be included in the linear transformations, This is done by 
neglecting the terms in the intermediates where two electron 
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integrals are not multiplied with t amplitudes. It should 
further be recognized that the term in the linear transforma
tion in Eq. (159) containing products oftwo tJ amplitudes 
differs from the corresponding term in Eq. (155). We may 
be compensated for this by carrying out the substitution 

t ~~lt iJl --+! (t ~~lt iJ> + t ~Jlt iJl) (160) 

in all intermediates containing products of two tJ ampli
tudes. 

D. Implementation 

In this section we summarize the structure of a program 
developed for calculating the CCSD molecular gradient and 
Hessian. 

1. Molecular gradIent 

The molecular gradient is evaluated in the following 
steps: 

( 1) Construct intermediates of Sec. III B 3. 
(2) Determinet1J(O)in Eqs. (75) and (78) and solve Eq. 

(49) for t ~(O). 

(3) Construct the effective density elements in Eqs. 
(82) and (83) andcalculateK1J(O) [Eq. (86)]. 

(4) SolveEq. (50) forK~(O). 
(5) Construct the densities in Eqs. ( 135) and ( 136) and 

calculate pefl'[OI in Eq. (140) 
(6) Calculate first derivatives of Hamiltonian integrals 

and overlap integrals, and contract with effective 
densities and the Fock matrix respectively in con
travariant AO representation [see Eq. (140)]. 

2. Molecular Hessian 

The CCSD molecular Hessian calculation may be sum
marized as follows: 

(1 )-(5) As for the gradient. 
(6) Calculate first and second derivatives of Hamil

tonian integrals and overlap integrals, and con
tract with the effective densities [Eqs. (135) and 
( 136)] and corresponding Fock matrix, respec
tively, in the contravariant representation [see 
Eq. (143)]. Write first derivatives of one-elec
tron integrals on disk. 

(7) Loop over all atoms. For each atom recalculate 
first-derivative two-electron integrals and con
struct right-hand sides ofEq. (51), KSO) [see Eq. 
(88)] . 

(8) Determine 1(0) by solving Eq. (51) for all atoms 
simultaneously. 

(9) Loop over atoms. For each atom: 
(9.1) Recalculate first derivatives of two-elec
tron integrals and write these on disk. 
(9.2) Transform the differentiated two-electron 
integrals to MO basis. 
(9.3) Construct pefl'[ II entering Eqs. (144) and 
( 145). 
(9.4) One-index transform the undifferentiated 
two-electron MO integrals with respect to S(O 

and ';'1) and construct (S(1), P efl'[ 0 I) and 
(K(1),pefl'[OI) [see Eqs. (143)-(145»). Con-

struct the integrals entering J (I) [see Eq. (35»). 
(9.5) Construct X(O [Eq. (144)], y(J) [Eq. 
(145»), ts(i) [Eqs. (90) and (91)], and 
(AI [Ea;,J(i)] ICC)and(AI [Ea1bj,J(i)] ICC) [Eq. 
(149)] . 

(10) Determine t(O by solving Eq. (52) for all coordi
nates simultaneously. 

( 11 ) Calculate the relaxation terms of Eqs. ( 149) and 
(150). 

IV. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 

In this section we report sample CCSD calculations on 
the water and hydrogen peroxide molecules. Both calcula
tions are at the experimental equilibrium geometries. The 
wave functions were determined using the SIRIUS MCSCF 

program38 and the coupled cluster energy code described in 
Ref. 36 together with the HERMIT general contraction inte
gral code.37

•
39 The zeroth-order cluster amplitUde Lagrange 

multipliers and effective density matrices were calculated 
using the coupled cluster molecular gradient code described 
in Ref. 12. The calculations of the coupled cluster molecular 
gradient and Hessian was implemented in the ABACUS pro
gram,37 recently extended to handle general contractions.39 

In the calculation of the molecular Hessians the response 
equations were converged to 10-6 in the residual vectors, 
giving errors of 10-6 a.u. in the Hessian elements. Transla
tional and rotational symmetries of the molecular energy are 
fully used in the calculation of the Hessians.35 

A. Application to the water molecule 

We used the O( 13s8p6d /3s2pld) and H(8s6p/2s1p) 
ANO basis sets developed by Alml6f and Taylor.40 The en
tire basis set thus consists of 125 primitive functions con
tracted to 25. All ten electrons, core and valence, have been 
explicitly correlated, reSUlting in a total of 5150 coupled 
cluster amplitudes. Point group symmetry has not yet been 
implemented in the Hessian part of the codes and thus not 
used in the calculations. The calculated CCSD total energy, 
dipole moment, molecular gradient and harmonic frequen
cies at the experimental geometry41 [(O-H) 0.9578 A. and 
(LHOH) 104.48°] are presented in Table I. The average de
viation from experiment is less than 2% and comparable 
with the CCSD DZP calculation in Ref. 20. 

TABLE I. CCSD water calculation at the experimental geometry.' 

Energy (a. u.) b 

Norm of dipole moment /1#/1 (D) 
Norm of molecular gradient 
/lg/l (a.u.) 
Harmonic frequencies (cm - , ) d : 

• Reference 41. 

A, I str 
2 bend 

B, 3 str 

Calc. Expt. 

- 76.292 805 9 
1.9294 1.8550 

0.0064 0 

3908 3832 
1672 1649 
4029 3943 

b Hartree-Fock energy - 76.060 17709 a.u. 
o Reference 42. 
d Reference 43. 
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B. Application to the hydrogen peroxide molecule 

We used the same basis as above, resulting in a total of 
198 primitive functions contracted to 40 basis functions. The 
total number of coupled cluster amplitudes for this basis set 
is 39339 in C1 symmetry. The results at the experimental 
geometry44 [(0-0) 1.452 A (4), (O-H) 0.965 A (5), 
(LHOO) 100° (1) and (LHOOH) 119.1° (1.8)] are given in 
Table II. The average deviation from experiment is less than 
7%. Considering the quality of our basis, the CCSD results 
in Table II are in reasonable agreement with experiment. 
Recently Willetts et al.45 have reported MP2 harmonic fre
quencies for hydrogen peroxide using different basis sets. 

C. Timings for the hydrogen peroxide calculation 

For the hydrogen peroxide CCSD calculations the tim
ings for a single processor of an Alliant FX8/3 system are 
given in Table III. The most time-consuming part of the 
Hessian calculation is the construction of the right-hand 
sides t 5 (I) for the amplitude response equations and the con
struction of the vectors (A I [ T I' ,J (I)] ICC). The calculation 
of these two quantities accounted for 30% of the total com
puter time, of which 75% of which was used to calculate 
t 5 (I). An old version of the coupled cluster energy code 14 was 
used to calculate t 5 (I). Based on our experience with energy 
calculations we may expect to reduce the time spent in calcu
lating t 5(1) by a factor of 3 or 4 if we use the energy code 
described in Ref. 36. 

The linear equations for the t {; (0) Lagrange multipliers 
were solved using the molecular gradient codes described in 
Ref. 13 and accounted for 13% of the total time in the Hes
sian calculation. In addition we have implemented the for
mulas in Sec. III B 3 for calculating t {; (0). The reduced num
ber of N 6 processes which are required in this 
implementation resulted in a computer code which is 3.5 
times faster. A similar reduction may therefore be obtained 
in the calculation of the molecular gradient. 

It is interesting to compare the time used for calculating 
the CCSD wave function and for solving the amplitude re
sponse equations. The coupled cluster energy code spends 

TABLE II. CCSO hydrogen peroxide calculation at the experimental geo
metry.a 

Calc. Expt. 

Energy (a.u.)b - 151.278009 8 
Norm of dipole moment IIJlII (0) 1.7082 1.5728(6)C 
Norm of molecular gradient 
Ilgll (a.u.) 0.0087 0 
Harmonic frequencies (cm - I ) d : 

A 1 OH str 3849 3614 
2 OOH bend 1474 1393 
3 00 str 945 863 
4 tors 343 

B 5 OH str 3849 3615 
6 ooH bend 1340 1269 

a Reference 44. 
bHartree-Fock energy - 150.8365217 a.u. 
c Reference 46. 
d Reference 47. 

TABLE III. Timings for hydrogen peroxide calculations in hours. 

Molecular gradient: 
Undifferentiated integrals 0.96 
RHF wavefunction (10-9)a 0.18 
CCSO wavefunction (10- 8

) 5.24 
t ;(0) response equation (10- 8

) 7.46 
Effective density matrices 0.89 
First derivative integrals and back 
transformation of effective 
density matrices to 
contravariant basis 2.44 

Total time for molecular gradient 17.20 

Molecular gradient and Hessian: 
First and second derivative integrals and back 
transformation of effective density matrices 
to contravariant basis 7.95 
K'I) response equations (10- 7

) 4.00 
t ~(I) and (AI [T",J(I) 1 ICC) 16.55 
t(1) response equations (10- 6

) 8.42 
Relaxation terms in Hessian 3.93 

Total time for molecular gradient and Hessian 55.58 

a Convergence threshold. 

5.24 h on the CCSD wave function compared to the 8.42 h 
for solving six linear sets of equations. One energy calcula
tion takes on average 3.7 times longer than solving one set of 
response equations. This is due to the fact that in the coupled 
cluster energy code intermediate quantities are constructed 
in each iteration whereas in the solution of the response 
equations the same intermediates may be used for all direc
tions. 

Finally, we point out the significant saving obtained by 
calculating the Hessian analytically instead of using finite 
differences of analytic gradients. Assuming 12 geometries 
are used to calculate the Hessian by finite differences the 
calculation takes 4 times longer than the analytic evaluation 
of the Hessian. 

v. DISCUSSION 

Using the Lagrangian technique we have derived ex
pressions for the molecular gradient, Hessian and first an
harmonicity for coupled cluster wave functions. For the cou
pled cluster single and double model we have rewritten the 
expressions for the molecular gradient and Hessian in a com
putationally tractable form which have been implemented in 
a computer program. The expressions are obtained using the 
response function approach transforming the nuclear geom
etry dependence of the basis set into the Hamiltonian. This 
approach reveals simplifying structures in the CC deriva
tives which only with great difficulty could have been recog
nized in the Fock operator formulation. 

In the CC approach the cluster amplitUdes and the ori
bital parameters are nonvariational parameters. Using the 
Lagrangian technique, one Lagrange multiplier is intro
duced for each nonvariational parameter. In the calculation 
ofthe molecular gradient the response equations for the La-
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grange multipliers must be solved to zeroth order.8,9,13 The 
molecular Hessian requires in addition that the first-order 
response of the orbital and the cluster amplitudes be deter
mined. The zeroth-order Lagrange multipliers are used to 
construct an effective coupled cluster density which for the 
molecular gradient eliminates the need for transforming first 
derivative integrals in the molecular orbital basis. 10,1 I For 
the molecular Hessian the same density matrix eliminates 
the need to transform second derivative integrals to the mo
lecular orbital basis. The CC amplitudes and multipliers are 
determined using an iterative scheme, taking care to mini
mize the number of N 6 processes in the linear transforma
tions. Hence the zeroth-order coupled cluster Lagrange 
multipliers are determined about three times faster than in 
previous implementations, with consequent savings in the 
calculation of the CCSD molecular gradient. Our test calcu
lations indicate that significant savings can be obtained cal
culating the CCSD Hessian analytically rather than by finite 
displacements. 
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APPENDIX A: THE TAYLOR-EXPANDED HAMILTONIAN 

We assume that an orthonormal set of molecular orbi
tals {tPP (Xo)} is known at the reference geometry Xo: 

(AI) 

At an arbitrary geometry x we introduce a set of orthornor
mal molecular orbitals {l/Jp (x)}(OMO's) 

l/J(x) = S-I/2(X)tP(X) , (A2) 

where 

(A3) 
!-'v 

which reduces to 8pq at the reference geometry Xo. 
The Hamiltonian may be expressed in terms of the 

OMOs at all geometries 

I 
H(x) = L hpq (x)Epq +-

pq 2 

pqrs 

(A4) 

We expand the Hamiltonian in a Taylor series about the 
reference geometry Xo, 

H(p, + Xo) = H(O) + p,H(J) + ~ p,p,H(2) 

+ tP,p,p,H(3) + ... . (AS) 

It follows from Ref. 34 that 

H(O)=H(Xo) , (A6) 

H(J) = H[I] + (R (J),H(O) , (A7) 

H(2) = H[2] + (R (2),H(0) + 2(R (J),H[I]) 

+ (R (Il,R (I),H(O) , (A8) 

H(3) = H[3] + (R (3),H(0) + 3(R (I),H[2]) 

+ 3(R (J),R ()),H[I]) + 3(R (J),R (2),H(0) 

(A9) 

where 

R (I) = _ ~(J) , 
R (2) = - !S(2) + !S())S()) , 

(AW) 

(All) 

R (3) = _ !S(3) + as (J)S(2) + as (2)s (J) - s())s())s(I) , 

(AI2) 

and S( I) is the ith geometrical derivative of the overlap ma
trix in the MO representation, H[I] denotes that part of the 
differentiated Hamiltonian which contains the ith differenti
ated atomic integrals and the symbol (RU) ,HUl ) means that 
the integrals, of H(i) are one-index transformed with RU) as 
transformation matrix. Inserting Eqs. (AW)-(AI2) in Eqs. 
(A7)-(A9) we obtain 

H(J) = H[J] - !(S()),H(O)) , (A13) 

H(2) = H[2] _ (S(J),H[1]) + !(S())S(J) _ S(2),H(0) 

+ l(S(J),S(J),H(O) , (AI4) 

H(3) = H[3] _ ~(S()),H[2]) + ~(S(J)S(J) _ S(2),H[1]) 

+ a(S(J),S()),H [I]) + a(S()),S())S(J) _ S(2),H(O) 

+ (as (2)S(J) + as (J)s(2) - !S(3) - S(J)S())S()),H(O)) 

APPENDIX B: SOME OPERATOR IDENTITIES 

Identity 148
: 

(AIS) 

If A and Bare noncommuting operators, A a complex 
number, and F an analytic function, then 

exp( - AA )F(B)exp(AA) = F [exp( - AA)B exp(AA)] . 
(BI) 

Identity 1149
: 

If A and Bare noncommuting operators and A a com
plex number, then 

i. exp( - AA)B exp(AA) 
as 

= exp( - AA)B exp(AA) 

+exp( -AA)[B, f (A)n+1 (AnA)]eXP(AA), 
n=O (n + 1)1 

(B2) 

where we use the superoperator notation AB = [A,B] and B 
= (a/as)B. 
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APPENDIX C: TAYLOR EXPANSIONS OF 
exp(K)H exp( -K) AND exp( - T)H exp(T) 

Consider the operator O(s + So), 

O(s + So) =exp(K)H(s + so)exp( - K) • 

Expanding this operator about So we get 

(Cl) 

O(s + So) = 0(0) + sO(l) + !SSO(2) +g"SSO(3) + ... ,(C2) 

where 

(C3) 
I 

In Eq. (C3) we have assumed that ';'0) = O. 
We now consider the operator 

ACs + so,H) =exp( - nH(s + so)exp( n . 

Prom the properties of the cluster operators 

[T,rl'] = 0 for allJL 

(C4) 

(C5) 

a formula for the Nth derivative of A at So may be obtained as 

NNl(So,H) =exp( - T(O»tJ(Nl(so,H)exp(T(O» , (C6) 

where 
min(N,4l (_ l)n 

tJ(Nl = L 
n=O n! 

N N-/,-"'-I"_I N! 
X ~ .. , L 

I,~I 1,,= I (N -II - , .. -In )!II!" 'In! 

(C7) 

Using Eqs. (4l)-( 44) and Eqs. (C3 )-(C7) we get the expressions for the Nth order response equations 

(JLlexp( - T(O»tJ(Nl (so,O)exp(T(O» ICC) = 0, (C8) 

(HPI [E p~ ,O(Nl] ICC) = 0, (C9) 
N 

(HPltJ(Nl(xo,[rl',OPICC) + L L ';~N-nl(JLlexp( - T(O»tJ (N)(XO' [rl"Op ICC} =0, (ClO) 
n =0 I' 

(HPItJ(Nl(xo,exp(K)[Ep~,H])ICC) + n~o {~';~N-n)(JLlexP( - T(O»tJ(Nl(xo,exp(K) [E;;,HPICC} 

+ ~ K; ~N- nl(HPI [E r~ ,{exp(K) [E p-; ,H ]}(nlIHP}} = O. (C1l) 

APPENDIX D: EXPRESSIONS FOR THE CCSD 
JACOBIAN MATRIX 

In this appendix we give explicit expressions for the in
dividual elements of the CCSD Jacobian matrix in Eqs. 
(92)-(95). The single-single block is given as 

'Aai,a't = 28aa, Vr; - 28it Vaa, - 2Daia't' (D1) 

where V and D are given in Eqs. (79) and (106). The single
double block become 

'Aaibi.a'W! = f!jJ':/f!jJ~?' {8ab,8ba,AFiJ + 8il8FBba'ab' 

+ 28ba,8JJ,Daib't + 28ba,8i.l Caib't 

+ 28bb' L (2tjt - t'i/>Lta,!c 
C 

+ 28.il ~ (2t~ - t~~)Lta'kb' 

+ 28bb'8.il 'Aai,a'r - 8bb'8il tAai,a't}' (04) 

where A, B, C, and L are defined in Eqs. (117), (118), (116), 
tAai,a'rb'l = 2f!jJ~?'{ - 28ab , 8ij' v"a' + 8ab ,8it ~'a' and (8l). 

+ 8ab , Pta']i + 8ij,Qta'ab'}' (D2) 

where iFlol, P, and Q are defined in Eqs. (80), (111), and 
( 112). The double-single block is 

+ L (2t':% - t~)Pta'ki 
k 

(D3) 

with H and I defined in Eqs. (109) and (110), and the double
double block is 

APPENDIX E: EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS 

In this appendix we give explicit expressions for the deriva
tives in the Taylor series in Eqs. (20) and (21). Using Eqs. 
(C3) and (C7) from Appendix C we obtain 

E(il = (HPIH(ilICC), (E1) 

F(i'}.,u' = (HPI [KU),H(i)] ICC} 

- (HPI [TUl,H(i)] ICC}, 

G(i'}.,u'J..U' = (HPI [KUl,KUlH(i)] ICC} 

- 2(HPI [TUl,[KUl,H(i)]] ICC) 

(E2) 

(E3) 
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K(i»)., U»)., U) = (HFI [rU>,rU>,rU>,H(i)] ICC) 

+ 3(HFI [rU),rU),[KU),H(i)]] ICC) 

- 3(HFI [rU>'[KU),KU),H(i)]] ICC) 

+ (HFI [KU),KU),KU>,H (i)] ICC). 
(E4) 

Next we consider e(x,t,K) defined in Eq. (19). The ampli
tude part is Taylor expanded as 

'e(x,t) = 'e(x) + 'f(x)t + fg(x)tt + i'k(X)ttt + .... 
(E5) 

The expressions for Ie (i) , I f(i) J..Y>, 'gU) },Y)}" U), and 
'kU)}" U)}., U)}., U) can be obtained from Eqs. (El)-(E4) via 
the substitution: (HFI-+ (J.llexp( - r(O». The orbital part of 
e(x,t,K) is expanded as 

Ke(X,t) = Ke(x) + Kf(x)K + rg(X)KK 

+ i~(X)KKK + ... (E6) 

and we obtain the following expressions for the derivatives: 

Ke~:) = (HFI [E ,--; ,HU)] IHF), (E7) 

"f~:)KU) = (HFI [E,--; ,[KU),H (i)] IHF), (E8) 

Kg~:)KU)KU) = (HFI [E r--; ,[KU),KU),H(i)] IHF), (E9) 

Kk ~;)KU)KU)KU) = (HFI [E ,--;, [KU),KU),KU>,H (i)] IHF). 
(ElO) 
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